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              Expertise, Outcomes, People

              We fuel the future of digital transformation.

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              Extraordinary experiences. Exceptional brands.

              The right tactics and technology to drive organization value.
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              Experience

              Implement technologies to deliver high impact customer experiences.

              Learn More
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              Commerce

              Utilize platforms and systems that improve business efficiencies and site performance.

              Learn More
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              Customer Intelligence

              Collect trustworthy data and receive actionable insights to maximize efforts.

              Learn More
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              Blue Acorn iCi’s dedication to our mindset of continuous improvement has contributed greatly to our success.

              Sue Beckett, SVP of Digital Marketing & Ecommerce at Lovesac
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              Client Work

              Delivering award-winning transformations for Fortune 500 Companies. Learn how we create effective digital experiences that positively impact business growth.

            

          

        

        
          
            
              Leading Automotive Company Transforms Dealer Channel Experience

              Built on Adobe Commerce and Adobe Experience Manager, Blue Acorn iCi built a consistent customer and dealer experience that can be rolled out to all of the brand’s dealers.
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              Power Tools Company Migrates to Shopify To Develop Ecommerce Operations

              Blue Acorn iCi migrated the brand’s website to a seamless experience on Shopify Plus.
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              Multi-Billion Dollar Streaming Service Enters the Next Chapter In Its Story: Digital Commerce

              Having minimal digital commerce experience, the brand partnered with Blue Acorn iCi to manage the end-to-end online store operations.
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              Lovesac’s Website Redesign Improves Customer Experience

              This redesign allowed Lovesac and Blue Acorn iCi to be more strategic, so future maintenance is less time intensive, and the team can collectively focus on future developments and innovations.
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              Leading Confections Company Improves Email Marketing After Platform Migration

              Simplifying data and improving personalization capabilities improved email engagement rates and team efficiency.
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              Technology Partners

              Blue Acorn iCi partners with the top technology companies to bring our clients best-in-class service.
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              Blue Acorn iCi has proven their professionalism, expertise, efficiency in problem solving, and true dedication to the team.

              Brand Manager, ViiV Healthcare - Apretude

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              Latest Insights

              Uncovering trends and innovating for business success.

              View More Insights
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              Podcast: Are Bots Draining Your Marketing Budget?

              Are marketing budgets being drained by bots? Jim Gordon joins The Funnel Podcast to discuss how organizations can start detecting and preventing bots.
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              Article:
Adobe Customer Journey Analytics Wellness: What You Need To Know

              For businesses wanting to modernize their martech stack, learn about Blue Acorn iCi's innovative approach with Adobe Customer Journey Analytics Wellness to effortlessly manage data integrity.
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              Article: Healthcare Insights from Adobe's Head of Industry Strategy & Marketing, Health & Life Sciences

              In January, leaders from Infosys, Blue Acorn iCi, and Adobe met in Phoenix to discuss business trends within the healthcare industry. Learn more about how Adobe can help healthcare organizations.
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              Article: What Are the Customer Experience Trends Within Healthcare?

              The healthcare industry is stepping up to the challenge and investing in technology that will create more digital interactions, provide more personalized experiences, and better predict patient needs.
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              About Us

              We are the unwavering partner that turns the visions of exceptional brands into extraordinary realities, bringing forth innovative digital solutions and unmatched dedication to their success.

              By focusing on experience, commerce, and customer insights, our team supports organizations at any digital journey stage.

              Learn More
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